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ABSTRACT 

       The present report is about the Entrepreneur skill Development Programme on 

Computer Hardware and Networking conducted at Jaipur, Rajasthan. The programme 

was of 300 hours and was conducted from 31
st
 of December 2012 to 8

th
 of February 

2014 (Earlier it was supposed to be from 27
th

 of July to 25
th

 of October 2012). 

       Various activities were conducted not only during but also post and prior to the 

programme. A team was constituted for doing all the prerequisites like Surveys, 

Meetings, Making of Syllabi, Selection of Place, etc. of the programme. The team 

worked for seven days and made all the necessary arrangements for the programme.  

Finally, the programme was inaugurated on 31
st
 of December 2012 by the Chairman. 

         A due emphasis was given on the practical and theoretical portion during the 

programme and various related techniques like Market Survey, Report Making, etc. 

were taught to the candidates so that they can pace themselves successfully in the field. 

The continuous evaluation was also conducted to get the maximum out of the 

programme. The personnel from MSME also evaluated the programme and made the 

necessary suggestion. The efforts of faculties made the students proficient enough to 

repair and maintain the computers. The different techniques of networking were also 

taught to the students. Students were also taken out for visiting local computer centers 

so that they can familiarize themselves with the realistic situation. Finally, the 

programme came to an end on 8
th

 of February 2013. It is estimated that about twenty 

(20) candidates will engage themselves successfully in the field concerned. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1     The Ministry (Ministry of MSME), IIE & PBSASVS 

The Ministry of Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (Ministry of MSME) came 

into existence in the month of May 2007. “The President under Notification dated 9th 

May 2007 has amended the Government of India (Allocation of Business) Rules, 1961. 

Pursuant to this amendment, Ministry of Agro and Rural Industries (Krishi Evam 

Gramin Udyog Mantralaya) and Ministry of Small Scale Industries (Laghu Udyog 

Mantralaya) have been merged into a single Ministry, namely, “MINISTRY OF 

MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SUKSHMA LAGHU AUR 

MADHYAM UDYAM MANTRALAYA)” (1) 

                                 (Ref.1. - http://msme.gov.in/welcome.html)    

Right from its inception, the Ministry is working for the development of 

Entrepreneurs along with its other tasks. Various entrepreneurship development 

programmes (EDP‟s) and entrepreneurship skill development programmes (ESDP‟s)  are 

organized for women,  educated unemployed, weaker section, etc. by the Ministry.   

The Ministry has three National Entrepreneurship Development Institutes engaged 

in these tasks. The institutes are as follows:  

 National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business Development 

(NIESBUD),  

 National Institute of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (NIMSME) (Formerly 

National Institute of Small Industry Extension Training (NISIET)) 

 Indian Institute of Entrepreneurship (IIE) 

http://msme.gov.in/welcome.html
http://niesbud.nic.in/
http://niesbud.nic.in/
http://www.nimsme.org/


Micro Small and Medium Enterprises  (MSME) is one of the pioneer Institutes for 

the development of the entrepreneurs in the country. The Institute conducts result 

oriented Entrepreneurship development programmes, every year. The Institute continues 

to lay emphasis on the needful for development of new entrepreneur amongst them.  

Aridhima Medical Education and Research Society – Jaipur, AMERS (Reg. No. 

592/JPR/2008-09) has been working as partner Institute of MSME since March 2011. 

Aridhima Medical Education and Research Society has the same aim of promoting Job 

Oriented Studies and Entrepreneurship development skills. Aridhima Medical Education 

and Research Society has its working in the area of Rajasthan. 

 

1.2 Rajasthan – At a Glance 

Rajasthan is the largest state of the Republic of India by area. It encompasses most of 

the area of the Great Indian Desert (Thar Desert), which has its border with Pakistan. 

The state is bordered by Pakistan to the west, Gujarat to the southwest, Madhya Pradesh 

to the southeast, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana to the northeast and Punjab to the north. 

Rajasthan covers an area of 342,239 km². The proportion of the state's total area to the 

total area of the country is 10.41 per cent. 

At the Census 2011, Rajasthan had a literacy rate of 67.06% (80.51% male and 52.66% 

female). Though there is an increase in the literacy rate compared to the last rate of 

literacy in 2001but still Rajasthan's literacy rate is below the national average of 74.04% 

and its female literacy rate is the lowest in the country. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_states_and_territories_of_India_by_area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/States_and_territories_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thar_Desert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gujarat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madhya_Pradesh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uttar_Pradesh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haryana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punjab,_India


  
Jaipur in green color where programme was conducted 

The present Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme (ESDP) is of 300 hours for 

ST Candidates based on Computer Hardware and Networking at Jaipur, Rajasthan. A 

total 30 numbers of candidates were enrolled in the programme. The programme was 

started on 31
st
 of December 2012 and continued till 8

th
 of February 2013* at Aridhima 

Medical Education and Research Society- Jaipur (Rajasthan). 

The Utility of the Programme: The condition of Scheduled Tribe is not very good in 

Rajasthan. The same is the case with the Scheduled caste people of Jaipur. People are 

mainly dependent on agriculture and are not very much aware about the latest 

technologies and trades in which they can develop their careers. Though the town has 

fair number of population and people are also linked with the new technologies like 

Computers but they are still dependent on district headquarter for any work of repair or 

maintenance.   The present programme will equip them with a new skill of maintenance, 

repair and networking of Computers and step them forward towards new trend of 

earning, becoming entrepreneur and self dependent.  



The Objectives 

The Objectives of the programme is as follows: 

1. To equip the learner with the skill of repair, maintenance and 

networking of Computers.  

2. To imbibe self confidence in the learners.  

3. To motivate them for being Entrepreneurs. 

4. To motivate the learners for being self dependent. 

5. To provide new opportunities for earning at local level. 

6. To give knowledge about various schemes of Government. 

7. To train the learners in all the pre-requisite for being an 

Entrepreneur. 

2. PRE-PROGAMME ACTIVITIES 

The following actions were taken before initiating the programme. 

2.1 Survey and Meetings: 

It was pre-requisite for the success of the programme to make people aware about the 

activities to be held. As an ESDP was 

already conducted in the area, so it was 

not too hard to make people understand 

about the programme.  A survey of the 

computer centers, schools, colleges of 

town and nearby areas was done so that 

the needful may get the opportunity. A 

team of five members worked from 20-

12-2012 to 29-12-2012 in order to do the 

task of survey and meeting. The workings 

of the team were as follows:  

1. The team contacted the people of the town and nearby areas and told them about 

the importance of the programme.  



2. The team did contact the Local Authorities of the area and made them aware about 

the programme and asked for a helping hand where required. 

3. The team had a meeting with the Chairman & Other Board Members of the 

Municipal Corporation and asked for cooperation.  

4. The team worked for finding the appropriate area to run the programme. 

5. The team had a meeting with the local computer centers, collages, schools, etc. and 

inquired about the interested candidates. 

6. The team urged to the people of the village to give their participation and to make it 

a success. 

2.2 Selection of Trainers:  

 It was important to give the command of the candidates in the right hands. So, 

an interview was conducted for the selection of the trainers. Interested trainers were 

called for an Interview and two trainers, both from the town itself were selected out of 

four appeared for the interview. Especially “Aridhima Medical Education and Research 

Society” - Chairman (R.Nainappan) also taking the Computer Hardware and Networking 

Practical and Theory Class for ESDP Candidates. 

2.3 Syllabus: 

 The special concentration was also put on the making of the syllabi of the course 

as it must cater to the needs of the learners. So, a team was consisted including a 

Diploma holders in Computer hardware and networking to complete the task. Various 

books and syllabi of different institutions were reviewed; every minute thing was kept 

in mind before making of syllabi so that a maximum 

output can be obtained in the given period of time. 

2.4 Selection of Place: 

It was of special attention to select the place for 

the programme. Though Aridhima Medical Education 

and Research Society has already conducted a 



programme here, still the team constituted for the pre-programme activities worked for 

searching more appropriate area to run the programme. Various places were seen and at 

last 3 Gyan Marg, Saraswati Nagar, Near NWR, Malviya Nagar - Jaipur was selected for 

conducting the programme as this area was approachable to everyone, near the Tonk 

main road and people of the town and other authorities can easily approach to it and 

have a glance over the activities, evaluate the things and can make the suggestion where 

required.  

2.5 Advertisements and Publicity:  

 It was necessary for the success of the programme to make the people aware about 

it. It was also essential to advertise the programme so that it can reach to the needful 

people. Five (5) mediums were used for advertising the programme. The mediums were 

as follows: 

1. Mouth to Mouth Publicity: This was an important means of publicity,  the team 

made for pre-programme activity worked in 

this field. They had made conversation with 

different people of the town and made them 

aware about the activities. 

2. Announcement by the loud speaker: A three-

wheeler with a loud speaker was hired for 

announcing the programme in the town for two 

days. 

3. Pamphlets: Pamphlets were distributed both individually and in the news papers for 

advertising the programme. 

4. Flex and Banners: Flex and banners were made and hung at all the important places 

like Bus stand, Market, etc. to bring the programme in the notice of the people of 

the town. 

5. Advertisement in the news paper: Advertisement was given about the 

commencement of the programme at DAVP rate in News Media Today of the 



particular region. Besides this, news was also published about the programme in 

almost every newspaper of the region.  

2.6 Selection of the candidates:  

 Applications of ST Candidates were invited for the training and all the candidates 

were called for personnel interview one day before the commencement of the 

programme i.e. on 30/12/2012. A total number of Thirty - Seven (37) applications were 

received and out of those appropriate thirty (25) candidates were selected for the 

training of Computer Hardware and Networking.   

 

  



3. INAUGURATION: 

 The programme was inaugurated on 31/12/2012 at Aridhima Medical Education 

and Research Society, Jaipur (Rajasthan). Around Seventy people approximately were 

present in the  programme. The programme was chaired by Three dignitaries namely Mr. 

M.C.Mathur (Asst. Director MSME , Govt of India ,Mr. 

R.Nainappan (Chairman of AMERS), Mr. S.K.Chaturvedi 

(Retired from ARMY). 

 The Chairman inaugurated the programme by cutting 

the ribbon. He showed his faith in the event and put light on 

the importance of such programmes. He also assured help 

from the local body for establishing the candidates successfully after finishing of the 

programme.  

The former Retired Army Officer cherished the programme and gave much 

emphasis on result orientation of the programme. The former Principal and Former 

chairman emphasized on the importance of being self dependent and urged the 

candidates to take the maximum out of it. The Asst. Director M.C.Mathur shared his 

experiences with the candidates and discussed the need of the scenario and the kind of 

working needed for the growth of the society. 

  The details of the programme along with the future plans were discussed by Mr. 

R.Nainappan (President Aridhima Medical Education And Research Society). He 

assured that the results of the programme would certainly help the candidates being self 

dependent. The programme was convened by Mr. S.K Chaturvedi , Member & 

Motivator of Aridhima Medical Education And Research Society, Jaipur (Rajasthan). 

4. THE PROGRAMME: 

  Various activities were conducted besides the theoretical and Practical training on 

Computer Hardware and Networking so that candidates can establish themselves 

successfully in the field concerned. The activities conducted during programme are as 

follows: 



1. The Introduction: Candidates were made aware about the programme, the purpose 

and aim of the programme and also made aware about their duties and 

responsibilities to make the programme a success. Various schemes of Government 

as well as non government organization were also introduced to the candidates. The 

candidates were also made aware about the requisite of being a successful 

entrepreneur. Various techniques like Self Realization, Market Surveying, Loan 

Processing, Report Making, etc. were taught to the candidates. 

2. The Theory: Much emphasis was given on the theoretical portion. Notes were given 

and also taught by the trainers. Jotting down the important 

points in the note book was also stressed by the trainers so 

that candidates can revise it whenever required. The 

evaluation of the theory taught in the class was also done. A 

due emphasis was paid in the theoretical classes to make the 

learning process successful. 

3. The Practical: Much emphasis was given on the 

practical portion to ensure fruitfulness of the programme. 

Two trainers were engaged in  giving the practical part. 

Candidates were divided into groups to ensure the success 

of teaching-learning process. Three computers was 

allotted between Six students of the group. Every minute 

details of each and every part were taught to the students. Students were made aware 

about the assembling of Full Computer System, repairing of Desktop Pc , Repairing 

of Laptop, Computer maintenance and Local Area Networking part in this section.  

The candidates were given practical drills for three hours in a day.   

4. Guest Faculty: Mr.Surendra Kumar who runs the institution of Computer Hardware 

and Networking was also called from Raizer Plaza, Jaipur for a period of ten days to 

make the candidates sounder and updated in the latest Chip Level Repairing 

Techniques of the field concerned.  



5. Visits and Survey: The techniques of surveying were taught to the candidates and the 

candidates were also taken out to different computers centers to realize the realistic 

situation.  

6. Celebration of Occasions: Occasions like Independence Day,  Deepawali, etc.  were 

also celebrated in the center so that candidates become 

more familiar and can gain the maximum.   

  



5. EVALUATION: 

“Evaluation is a technique though which one can be helped on what it tries to 

achieve. Through this, one can know that how far it has succeeded and can identify the 

required changes.” 

The importance of evaluation was always kept in mind during the programme. 

Outputs of the evaluation of different people at different levels were keenly noticed and 

changes were made, if required. Even a note book was made for the observation of the 

visitors. The evaluation taken at different levels are as follows: 

 

1. Evaluation by the candidates: Feedback was timely taken by the candidates for 

evaluating the success of the programme. Changes were also incorporated according 

to the feedback received by the candidates. A feedback box was also put in the center 

so that the candidates can put their views without hesitation. Almost every candidate 

evaluated the programme as a success as they have learned a lot many things from it. 

Even few candidates didn‟t operate the computer earlier but they got proficient in the 

trade concerned as the programme continued.  

  
2. Evaluation by the Local Residents: The evaluation by the local residents are as 

follows: Please refer to appendix – 6 

 

3. Evaluation by the Gusseted Officers and Other Authorities : The evaluation by the 

Gusseted Officers and Other Authorities are as follows: Please refer to appendix - 6 

  



4. Evaluation by ISO Team: The center was inspected by 

Mr.Bharat N  (ISO Auditor) on 23
rd

 of January 2013. He 

had a conversation with the candidates and inspected all 

the documents concerned. A few things were suggested 

by him to make the programme more fruitful and the 

suggestions were incorporated within stimulated period of 

time.   

 

 

  



6. VALEDICTORY 

 The valedictory of the programme was at 3 Gyan Marg, Saraswati Nagar, Behind 

Lalit Hotel on 08/02/2013.  A total number of one hundred people approximately were 

present in the programme. The programme was chaired by four dignitaries namely Mr. 

M.C Mathur (Asst.Director of MSME, Jaipur), Mr.R.K.Gupta(Mechanical Engineer), 

Mr. S.K.Chaturvedi (Retired Army) and Mr. R.Nainappan(Chairman, AMERS). 

  The Chief Guest of the session, Mr. R.Nainappan was pleased to see the efforts 

taken. He  gave emphasis on the result orientation of 

the programme and put light on the importance of 

entrepreneurs in the society.  The Asst.Director 

MSME shared the skills of being a good 

entrepreneur and urged the candidates to take the 

maximum utilization of the programme. The 

AMERS member S.K.Chaturvedi assured help from 

the local body for establishing the candidates 

successfully. He put emphasis on being self 

dependent and wanted candidates to strive hard for the success. The Guest Faculty of 

MSME gave information about various Government schemes and assured help for the 

sincere pursuer. He also suggested them different ways to find success in the business. 

The candidates also shared their experiences during the programme at this moment and 

assured of making the utmost utilization of things they have learnt. 

The study material compiled by AMERS with the help of MSME was also 

launched in this programme and the same was 

followed by the distribution of Certificates.  

 At this moment the coordinator of the 

programme, presented the future plans. She also 

thanked all the local residents and other personnel 

involved in the programme and urged for 

cooperation in future too. The programme was 

convened by the trainer Mr. R.Nainappan. 



7.  POST-PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES: 

         A team has been created for doing post-programme activities. The team is working 

to support the candidates in gaining self employment. The team is also establishing links 

with different organizations to employ the candidate who are interested in doing job. 

Seven candidates are already engaged in the field concerned and it is estimated that in 

future we will be able to establish approximately 20 candidates in the field successfully.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. GALLERY OF ACTIVITIES: 

Following are the snaps of different activities conducted in the Programme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PROGRAMME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PRACTICAL SESSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



R.Nainappan (Chairman of AMERS) Conducting Special 

Theory Class of Computer Hardware and Networking 
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FEED BACK FORM 

 
 



 

Appendix - 3 

Computer Hardware and Networking Programme - LIST OF ST CANDIDATES 

Date : 31-12-2012 To 8-2-2013 

S 
NO 

NAME FATHER NAME MOTHER NAME DOB CONTACT 
NO 

ADDRESS 

1 AshaKumariMeena GopalLalMeena Rukma Devi 07-09-1993 9929266585 A-213,Siddrath Nagar Jain ManderKe 
Pass, Taro KeKeutJagatPura  Road, 
Jaipur 

2 Ashok Meena RamswaroopMeena Rukmani Devi 10-01-1993 9782367302 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki  Koont 
,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

3 DhanrajMenna GopalLalMeena Parvathi Devi 27-04-1989 9782288677 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

4 Girra j Prasad Meena ShriKalu Ram Meena Ganga Devi 19-03-1994 9799800861 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Block’a ’near Terminal  2 Jaipur 

5 GhanshyamMeena Hari  Narayan Meena Gopali 08-04-1988 9887191910 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Block’a ’near Terminal  2 Jaipur 

6 Govind Narayan 
Meena 

Hari  NarayanMeena Gopalidevi 09-10-1986 9887175164 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

7 KamleshMeena Kailash Chand Meena Sara ju Devi 28-02-1991 9950067306 A-Raj ViharSiddharth Nagar ‘A’ Block 
Surajpura   Jaipur 

8 KanhaiyaLalMeena RamswaroopMeena Rukmanidevi 15-08-1988 9261044042 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki  Koont 
,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

9 Mohan LalMeena Si ta  Ram Meena Phooli Devi 05-09-1993 9887861794 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

10 ManojMeena Gulab ChandMeena Laxmidevi 09-06-1992 9887861870 Block A Near Terminal -2 
GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

11 MadanLalMeena KanaramMeena Nina Devi 7-7-1994 7737748877 A-215 Siddrath Nagar Jain Mandir 
Taro Ki  Kout ,Jagatpura Road Jaipur 

12 ManjuMeena KalyanSahaiMeena Manphuli Devi 02-01-1994 9782732014 Siddharth Nagar A-Block 

BhadiyoKeDhaniJagatpura Road 
Jaipur 

13 Mukesh Kumar 
Meena 

LalChanaMeena Mooli Devi 25-09-1986 9887223653 GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

14 NishaMeena GopalLalMeena Rukma Devi 04-02-1992 9929266585 A-213,Siddrath Nagar Jain MandirKe 
Pass, Taro KeKeutJagatPura  Road, 
Jaipur 

15 Om PrakeshMeena KailashMeena Meera 03-05-1991 9799696564 Village;-Kandiyala Post 
Manota,ThJamwaRamghard  Jaipur 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 PuranMeena NathuLalMeena Naina Devi 20-02-1991 8503917274 FA;42, Siddharth Nagar  SawaiGetor 
Jaipur 

17 Rajesh Kumar Meena Lal Chand Meena Mooli Devi 13-09-1989 9782945303 Block A, Near Terminal -2 
GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

18 Rajesh Kumar Meena Rameshwer Prasad 
Meena 

Karoo Bai 09-08-1984 9782830781 V/P KohaliPremPura 
,ThBawanwas,Sawaimadhopur 

19 Ram JiLalMeena Mool Chand Meena Gandi Devi 05-06-1989 9782858682 Block A Near Terminal -2 
GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

20 Ram Chandra Meena NathuLalMeena Manphooli Devi 2-6-1992 7737407947 A-215 SiddharthNagar  Near Jain 

MandirJagatPura  Road Jaipur 

21 RoshanMeena Gulab Chand Meena Laxmi Devi 01-04-1994 9785451044 Block A Near Terminal -2 
GhatiSura jpuraSiddharth Nagar 
Jaipur 

22 Rishi  Ra j Meena Ram CharanMeena Mohar Devi 14-04-1991 8104599304 A-14 ,Sidharth Nagar Jagatpura Road 
Jaipur 

23 Sharvan Kumar 
Meena 

RamswaroopMeena Rukmani Devi 18-11-1990 9782367302 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki  Koont 
,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

24 Seema Kumari Meena SatynarayanMeena Gully Devi 01-01-1991 8386050579 90,Laxmi Nagar MithlaViharJagatPura  

Jaipur 

25 Si taMeena RamGopalMeena Teeja Devi 06-12-1988 9887712580 C-220,Siddharth Nagar ,New 
Jagatpura Road Jaipur 



 

Appendix - 4 

 

dkslZ fooj.k 

 

fnol fnukad fo"k; 

izFke lIrkg   

lkseokj 31-12-2012 iathdj.k ,oe~ mn?kkV~u] dk;Zdze dh :i&js[kk 

 

  dEI;wVj gkMZos;j ifjp;  

 

eaxyokj 1-1-2013 enjcksMZ] izkslslj, jSe]  
  gkMZfMLd 

  lhMh MªkbZo] MhohMh MªkbZo] ¶yksih 

cq/kokj 2-1-2013 fMLd MªkbZo  

  dh&cksMZ  

  Ekkml 

xq#okj 3-1-2013 fofM;ksdkMZ] lkm.M dkMZ  

 

'kqØokj 4-1-2013 eksfuVj] ,y-lh-Mh-] eksMse] Lihdj  

'kfuokj 5-1-2013 dEI;wVj ,lsEcy djuk 

  dEI;wVj dsfcusV 

 

}rh; lIrkg 

 

  

lkseokj 7-1-2013 enjcksMZ] lh-ih-;w-] lh-ih-;w- Qsu  

 

  eseksjh] gkMZfMLd lh-Mh- MªkbZo] Mh-oh-Mh- MªkbZo 

¶ykWih fMLd MªkbZo 

  fofM;ks dkMZ] lkm.M dkMZ 

eaxyokj 8-1-2013 ikoj lIykbZ ikoj dusD'ku djuk 

  buiqV@vkmViqV dusDVj QhV djuk 

cq/kokj 9-1-2013 ,lsEcfyax izsfDVdy 

  foUMkWt 98 bULVkWy djuk   



xq#okj 10-1-2013 foUMkWt ,Dl-ih- bULVkWy iz sfDVdy  

'kqØokj 11-1-2013 foUMkWt foLVk bULVkWy djuk   

  foUMkWt 7 bULVkWy izsfDVdy  

'kfuokj 12-1-2013 foUMkWt 8 bULVkWy izsfDVdy 

  fMLIys MªkbZoj bULVkWy iszfDVdy 

  fMLIys MªkbZoj bULVkWy djuk 

  lkm.M MªkbZoj bULVkWy djuk 

r̀rh; lIrkg 

 

  

lkseokj 14-1-2013 lkm.M MªkbZoj bULVkWy iszfDVdy 

  ysu dkMZ MªkbZoj bULVkWy djuk  

  ysu dkMZ MªkbZoj bULVkWy iszfDVdy 

eaxyokj 15-1-2013 ,e-,l- vkWfQl 2003 bULVkWy djuk 

  ,e-,l- vkWfQl 2003 bULVkWy izsfDVdy 

cq/kokj 16-1-2013 QksVks'kkWi] istesdj bULVkWy iszfDVdy 

  ,e-,l- vkWfQl 2007 bULVkWy izsfDVdy 

xq#okj 17-1-2013 dkWjy Mªk 11] 12 bULVkWy djuk 

  dkWjy Mªk 11] 12 bULVkWy is zfDVdy 

   

'kqØokj 18-1-2013 Vsyh 6-3] 7-2] 9-1 bULVkWy djuk  

  Vsyh 6-3] 7-2] 9-1 bULVkWy djuk  

'kfuokj 19-1-2013 fizUVj dk ifjp;   

  fizUVj ds izdkj] MkWV esfVªd  

  ystj fizUVj dks bULVkWy djuk   

 

prqFkZ lIrkg 

 

  

lkseokj 21-1-2013 Ldsuj dk ifjp; ,oa izdkj   

 

 

  Ldsuj dks bULVkWy djuk    

   

  fizUVj dks bULVkWy djuk 

eaxyokj 22-1-2013 fMLIys ugha vkus ij psd djuk 

  dscy dks psd djuk 

 

  enjcksMZ dh izkscye  

cq/kokj 23-1-2013 ØkWl dscy cukuk  

  ØkWl dscy cukus dk iszfDVdy 

xq#okj 24-1-2013 ØkWl dscy@LVsV dscy dk mi;ksx  

 

'kqØokj 25-1-2013 ysu fLop dh tkudkjh    

 

  dscy dks fLop ls tksM+uk  

'kfuokj 26-1-2013 usVodZ lkW¶Vos;j bULVkWy djuk 

  usVodZ lkW¶Vos;j bULVkWy izsfDVdy 

ikapok lIrkg 

 

  



lkseokj 28-1-2013 Mh,plhih loZj lajpuk  

eaxyokj 29-1.2013 vkbZ-ih- dh tkudkjh ih-lh- dks ,d nqljs ls    

tksM+uk 

 

  vkbZ vkbZ-ih- cukuk ,oa Mkyuk 

 

  vkbZ-ih- Mkyus dk izsfDVdy 

cq/kokj 30-1-2013 vkWfQl usVodZ dks bULVkWy djuk 

 

 

xq#okj 31-1-2013 vkWfQl usVodZ bULVkWy djuk izsfDVdy 

  'ks;fjax djuk 

  Qkbyksa ,oa QksYMj dh lk>snkjh 

  'ks;fjax djuk izsfDVdy 

  Qkby 'ks;fjax izsfDVdy 

 

'kqØokj 1-2-2013 fizUVj 'ks;fjax izsfDVdy 

 

  bUVjusV 'ks;fjax izsfDVdy 

'kfuokj 2-2-2013 cktkj losZ{k.k     

  rduhdh izf’k{k.k   

  izkstsDV fjiksVZ cukuk   

  izkstsDV fjiksVZ cukuk ¼izfrHkkfx;ksa }kjk vH;kl  

  foRr izcU/ku ¼cfg[kkrs dh tkudkjh½  

 

  iwuZeqY;kadu lEiw.kZ dk;Zdze 

lkseokj 4-2-2013 dk;ZØe dk ewY;kadu ,oe~ lekiu 

 

  



Appendix – 5 

FOLLOW UP REPORT, JAIPUR 

 

S. 
N0 

Name of 
Participant 

Address Contact No Self Employment Job 
Name of 
Busines

s 

Total 
Investment 

Loan 
Amount 

Name of 
Organizatio

n 

Designatio
n of Job 

Monthly 
Salary 

1 Asha Kumari Meena A-213,Siddrath Nagar Jain 

ManderKe Pass, Taro 

KeKeutJagatPura Road, Jaipur 

9929266585       

2 Ashok  Meena 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki 
Koont ,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

9782367302       

3 Dhanraj Meena GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9782288677     Computer 
Operator 

15000 

4 Girraj Prasad Meena GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Block‟a‟near Terminal 

2 Jaipur 

9799800861       

5 Ghanshyam Meena GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Block‟a‟near Terminal 

2 Jaipur 

9887191910       

6 Govind Narayan 

Meena 

GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9887175164     Data Entry 
Job 

12000 

7 Kamlesh Meena A-Raj ViharSiddharth Nagar 
„A‟ Block Surajpura  Jaipur 

9950067306       

8 Kanhaiya Lal Meena 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki 

Koont ,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

9261044042 Own 100000     

9 Mohan Lal Meena GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9887861794       

10 Manoj Meena Block A Near Terminal -2 

GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9887861870       

11 Madan Lal Meena A-215 Siddrath Nagar Jain 
Mandir Taro Ki Kout 

,Jagatpura Road Jaipur 

7737748877       

12 Manju Meena Siddharth Nagar A-Block 
BhadiyoKeDhaniJagatpura 

Road Jaipur 

9782732014    AMERS CHAN-
Coorinator 

10000 

13 Mukesh Kumar Meena GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 
Nagar Jaipur 

9887223653       

14 NishaMeena A-213,Siddrath Nagar Jain 

MandirKe Pass, Taro 

KeKeutJagatPura Road, Jaipur 

9929266585       

15 Om Prakesh Meena Village;-Kandiyala Post 

Manota,ThJamwaRamghard  

Jaipur 

9799696564    Shop Computer 
Operator 

9500 

16 Puran Meena FA;42, Siddharth Nagar  

SawaiGetor Jaipur 

8503917274       

17 Rajesh Kumar Meena Block A, Near Terminal -2 

GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9782945303 Own 200000     

18 Rajesh Kumar Meena V/P KohaliPremPura 

,ThBawanwas,Sawaimadhopu

r 

9782830781       

19 Ram Ji Lal Meena Block A Near Terminal -2 

GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 

Nagar Jaipur 

9782858682       

20 Ram Chandra Meena A-215 SiddharthNagar  Near 
Jain MandirJagatPura Road 

Jaipur 

7737407947    Shop Computer 
AMC 

16000 

21 Roshan Meena Block A Near Terminal -2 9785451044       



 

  

GhatiSurajpuraSiddharth 
Nagar Jaipur 

22 Rishi Raj Meena A-14 ,Sidharth Nagar 

Jagatpura Road Jaipur 

8104599304    Gujarat 
Company 

Computer 
Operator 

14000 

23 Sharvan Kumar Meena 94, SuryanagarTaron Ki 

Koont ,TonkRoad,Jaipur 

9782367302       

24 Seema Kumari Meena 90,Laxmi Nagar 
MithlaViharJagatPura Jaipur 

8386050579       

25 Sita Meena C-220,Siddharth Nagar ,New 

Jagatpura Road Jaipur 

9887712580       
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ATTENDANCE OF CANDIDATES 

  



 


